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Type 1diabetes permanently halts the body’s production of insulin, a
hormone needed to convert sugar into energy. Without insulin, excess
sugar attacks the body’s fat supplies, resulting in a toxic waste prod-
uct that can cause coma or death. Other complications include heart
disease, stroke, kidney disease, blindness, nerve damage and limb loss.

The disease reduces a child’s life expectancy by 7-10 years. Its scari-
est aspect is its unexpectedness – it can strike any child at any time,
regardless of health history or genetic predisposition. When it does,
the body’s immune system will methodically attack and destroy all
of the insulin-producing cells in the pancreas. Nothing can prevent it.

Further, there is no cure – diabetics take insulin not to end their dis-
ease, but simply to stay alive in spite of it. And they do so via a gru-
eling, around-the-clock regimen.

Five affected families share their stories of living with Type 1diabetes
to promote the St. Timothy’s Spring Sprint, a May10 event being
held on behalf of diabetic children throughout Midtown. The
school’s third annual 5K Run/Walk and 1 Mile Fun Run presented
by North Hills will benefit the WakeMed Pediatric Diabetes Program,
which provides care, education and support to the families of such
children. Proceeds will be raised from participants’ entry fees and
sponsors’ donations.

During its first two years the Spring Sprint benefited Marshall Taylor,
a St. Timothy’s student in need of a kidney transplant, and raised
$32,000 for the National Transplant Assistance Fund. The event’s
organizers chose this year to benefit the WakeMed Program, expand-
ing their focus to help more children in the community. Five of those
children approve wholeheartedly….

BY DAN BAIN

“YOUR DAUGHTER HAS A DISEASE.”
Kendyl Finley is a ninth-grader at Saint Mary’s. Her parents, Stacy and
Robert Finley, were puzzled by unexplained symptoms four years ago –
she was often irritable and tired, sometimes passing out in the car after
school. Plagued by the frequent onset of extreme hunger, Kendyl became
ill if she delayed eating. “We didn’t know what was wrong with her; I
assumed she was getting ready for a growth spurt,” remembers Stacy.

Despite three meals and two snacks a day, Kendyl was abnormally thin.
Stacy recalls the day she was diagnosed: “It was my birthday and I said,
‘Come on, let’s go to the doctor and have them put you on a weight-gain
program. Afterwards, we can go out to lunch. We’ll make a day of it.’
As soon as we got there, they came back and said, ‘Your daughter has
a disease. The good news is, we can treat it, but she’ll always have it.’
We still didn’t know what disease they were talking about.”

The doctor sent Kendyl immediately to the hospital. “You don’t even have
time to comprehend that you have diabetes,” says Stacy.

Kendyl’s blood sugar was dangerously high. She went to the hospital for
several days to receive treatment and a crash course in diabetes manage-
ment. Doctors theorized that a virus had attacked her pancreas. “I was
just overwhelmed; I didn’t know what to think,” she says.

With no grace period or learning curve, the family struggled to
absorb information and adapt to a new lifestyle. “The training is right
then and there; it was so much information at once. We had to start
just giving shots instantly,” says Stacy. “Our whole life changed from
that day – everything.”

The Finleys kept Kendyl home from school for a month as they continued
to adapt. She endured a daily barrage of blood tests and insulin shots.
Today she uses an automated pump to administer insulin, but still has to
prick her fingers to check her blood sugar multiple times per day.

Kendyl Finley,
a ninth grader at
Saint Mary’s, says
her life changed
from the day she
was diagnosed
with pediatric
diabetes.

Their suffering goes unnoticed
by most – they aren’t in pain;

they aren’t disabled; they
aren’t considered “terminal.”

Therefore, they are largely over-
looked. Yet their risks are grim

and ever-present, requiring
constant vigilance and manage-

ment. Even as they and their
families speak of hope, their

eyes betray a weary resignation.

These are the victims of Type 1
(juvenile) diabetes – a less

frequent, more severe form of
diabetes that strikes without

warning, sacrificing childhood
to a lifestyle of precisely

timed, Sisyphean tasks
of pathological maintenance.
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doctor let him practice with a saline
injection on the family member of his
choice. Parker chose Kathy.

The practice shot was little consolation
for what was to come – multiple finger
pricks and 4-5 insulin shots daily. For
the first several months, Paul and
Kathy had to wake Parker nightly at
3am to test his blood, in order to keep
his blood sugar level inside its optimum
range of 80-180. He’s recently started
using a pump, replacing the shots, but
he still needs to check his blood about
ten times a day, and is back on his 3am
wake-up call. Not surprisingly, Parker
complains of sore fingers.

The pump is a handheld device that
delivers insulin via an infusion set – 
a catheter running from the pump to 
a needle just under the skin on Parker’s
abdomen. He must remove and re-
insert that needle in a new infusion
site every 2-3 days – it’s generally
inserted into the abdomen or buttocks.

Parker can remove the pump if he’s
going to be active (he plays hockey,
basketball and baseball), and has to be
careful to avoid kinking the catheter or
popping it loose. He must also be
careful of rolling onto the pump in his
sleep, a painful experience that’s
already occurred several times.

The pump constantly administers
small insulin doses, which must 
be adjusted when he eats, sleeps,
and/or disconnects it. By counting
carbohydrates and performing blood
tests, Parker programs the pump for
corrections with a complex mathe-
matical formula. “He’s gotten good
at math,” jokes Paul, adding that dia-
betes is a disease of numbers.

Some of those numbers are financial.
The American Diabetic Association
estimates 2007’s total annual cost 
of diabetes at $174 billion. Paul lists
other, equally sobering statistics: 
“A new child is diagnosed every 30 
seconds with Type 1. It’s really an 
epidemic, but it doesn’t get press. 
The research dollars for cancer and
heart [disease] are $5 billion each; the
research for diabetes is under a billion.
But healthcare costs for a diabetic are
astronomically higher than most. 
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Kendyl practices dance for 90 minutes a day, but being active requires
planning – bringing the correct emergency medical supplies, discon-
necting and securing the pump, etc. “You’re very isolated. People
think you can just do what everybody does. But you have to stop
and think about it, and people aren’t willing to stop with you,” Stacy
says, adding that WakeMed has helped the family carry on. “If it 
wasn’t for their pediatric program, these kids would be lost. I don’t
know what we or other people would have done without them.”

An alumna of St. Timothy’s, Kendyl suggested the Spring Sprint as 
a means of benefiting diabetes. She’s happy to see that come to
fruition. “It’s a way to raise money for diabetics and I’m excited about
it,” she says. In spite of a maturity beyond her years, Kendyl has a
wistful side, and summed up the disease yearningly – sometimes, she
says, “I wish I could just cut out my pancreas and get a new one.”

DISEASE OF NUMBERS
Parker Jones, a third-grader at Wakefield Elementary, was diagnosed last
July after experiencing severe thirst, frequent urination, stomach pain and
vomiting. He’d lost 13 pounds in three weeks and was unusually lethargic.
Kathy and Paul Jones, his parents, took him to the pediatrician, who called
for an ambulance even before testing his blood. His blood sugar count was
more than 500 mg/dL, compared to his baseline of 125. By the time he
reached the hospital, it was almost 900. “I was scared a little bit,” he
remembers, adding that his only thought was, “Am I gonna be alright?”

Parker spent three nights there for the typical crash course in insulin
shots, blood tests, nutrition and more. He hates needles, so his 
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Parker Jones, a third grader at Wakefield Elementary, checks his
blood about ten times per day, including a 3am wake-up call.
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“I don’t mind [needles] any more,” says
Tucker with a maturity rare for a ten-year-
old. Shots are rare for him anyway, since
he, too, uses an insulin pump. He loves
swimming, basketball and tennis, and says
that in an active lifestyle, the pump “is
more annoying than anything.” But one
night it was almost deadly – a pump’s
miscalculation sent him into a seizure. 
“I won’t make that mistake again,” he says.

Tucker’s family had recently bought the
pump, which malfunctioned one night and
overcorrected with too much insulin. The
insulin reduced his blood sugar count to a
dangerously low level of 30, sending Tucker
into hypoglycemic shock in the night.
Fortunately, he mumbled in his sleep. 
“I thought I heard him yelling,” John recalls.
“I went into his room to check on him and
found him standing by his bed, with his
fists and arms curled up tight against his
torso and his toes curled inwards.”

Fortunately, the family had a glucagon hypo-
dermic on hand. “It forces the liver to dump
its sugar reserves into the system, but that’s
also a shock to the system,” explains John.
So the first effect was that Tucker’s blood
sugar was quickly increased, bringing him
out of shock. By the time the ambulance
arrived, he was conscious again, so the
paramedics left without bringing him in.

Three hours later, however, glucagon’s
other effect had kicked in – Tucker’s heart
was racing and he had difficulty breath-
ing, so his parents called 911 again. He
was fine after a night at the hospital; the
only problem now is that his new pump
sometimes hurts him at night.

WakeMed helps them to cope with all of
these issues, Karen says: “They do a
great job and we’re so thankful to have
the center so close by.”

Tucker told his class about his condition at
the beginning of the school year, and
receives both support and aggravation as a
result. His closest friends take turns walking
him to the nurse’s office. “They don’t pay
attention when I prick my fingers, and it’s
nice that they don’t ask questions,” Tucker
explains. “Sometimes I get really mad and
upset that I have to check my blood sugar,
and I just don’t want to do it. Other times
I’m like, ‘Whatever.’ Other times, I just want
to tell the whole school to mind their own
business – some people stick their head over
my shoulder and start breathing on me.”
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I think a normal person is averaged out at something like $2500 a year; 
a diabetic is something like $13,000.”

Parker adds simply, “I want it to go away.”

His illness comes on the heels of ten years of medical expenses for
his older sister Kennedy, who required multiple surgeries to remove 
a birthmark. Paul and Kathy stay good-natured about what feels like
rotten luck, but they share the emotional toll. “We’re just now six
months in, so he still goes through – and so do all of us – the ‘Why
me?’ and all that stuff. Last week we had one of those nights where
he got mad about something and then it turned into a…” Paul’s
voice trails off as Kathy continues, “…a little crying, with his usual
questions: ‘Why do I have to wear this [pump] all the time? I don’t
want to have diabetes; when is it gonna go away?’ We just explain
to him that it’s never going away until they find a cure.” 

THE DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD
Tucker Moore, a fifth-grader at Douglas Elementary, was diagnosed
four years ago when he developed an insatiable thirst and frequent
urination. Parents Karen and John Moore took him to the pediatri-
cian, then to the endocrinologist for a day of diagnosis and treat-
ment. He spent several days at WakeMed, learning the ropes.

“I recall vividly going home the first night, having never given him
a shot before – I had to chase him around the house and get him
under the table,” says John. Within a month, his six-year-old was
giving himself shots. Tucker Moore, a fifth grader at Douglas Elementary,

started giving himself shots at the age of six.
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FAMILY SUPPORT
Keith O’Brien – a preschooler at North Raleigh United Methodist – came down with a
high fever last summer, a week before the family’s annual beach trip. It was the first
time his twin brother Declan didn’t get sick at the same time. During vacation, Keith
was abnormally thirsty, but his parents Kyle and Elizabeth assumed it was from playing
in the sun. When he continued to drink glass after glass of water once they’d returned,
Elizabeth took him to the pediatrician for the diagnosis she suspected.

“In those first few surreal moments after the doctor told us that Keith had diabetes, I just
needed to know that he was not going to die or be seriously ill. I knew we could handle any-
thing else,” says Elizabeth. The pediatrician sent them to WakeMed for the weekend, where
they learned the basics of diabetes management and returned home to put it to practical use.

Calling the five months since then “a huge adjustment,” Elizabeth adds that the family
now feels Keith’s disease is just a part of their lives rather than the center of it. “There
are a few extra steps we have to take around mealtime and bedtime, but now it is just
part of our routine,” she explains. 

Elizabeth says the top priority for her and Kyle has been to keep family life as normal as possi-
ble. “I know controlling the diabetes was important too,” she says, “but five people’s well-
being rested on how Kyle and I presented and dealt with the situation in the first few weeks.”

They must have presented it well, because Keith’s siblings have risen to the challenge.
The twins have learned more “give and take” than before – Keith can’t always eat the
same thing as Declan, and Declan sometimes has to wait to eat or play while Keith
receives his “squishie” (his term for a blood test or insulin shot). Eight-year-old sister
Kenna has responded with compassion – when the family solicited donors for October’s
JDRF Walk (a fundraiser held by Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International),
Kenna collected lunch money change from her classmates.

Keith sometimes gets confused about the nature of his disease – he once said, “After the
[JDRF] Walk, I won’t have diabetes anymore!” and he and Declan have both wished the
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disease away at times. But Elizabeth
says he has maintained a positive
attitude, and he likes to point out
that “Lots of kids have diabetes!”

For now, he is blissfully unaware
of the future health risks. “In fact,”
says Elizabeth, “we try not to think
about those too much either
because we are hopeful that the
excellent care he receives now will
minimize his risk for later complica-
tions and because we truly believe
a cure will be found soon.”

“One of the silver linings of Keith’s
disease,” she adds, “is discovering
the compassion and generosity of
our community.”

“RELENTLESS.”
Sam Futch, a first-grader at St.
Timothy’s, was diagnosed April 27,
2005. “I don’t think there’s a parent
out there who doesn’t know the
date,” says his father, Jeff. “You go
through a grieving process – shock,
denial, guilt and anger are all there.
Acceptance takes much longer, so
it’s really important for parents to
find a support network.”

The family came home after five days
in the hospital, still in disbelief. “It
was difficult to know they weren’t
going to fix this,” says Sam’s moth-
er, Jill. “We were going home from
the hospital, but he was still sick…
and would be forever. On the other
hand, he was coming home.”

When they gave Sam his first shot at
home, he said incredulously, “I only
get those in the hospital.” Jill says it
took two months before Sam was no
longer traumatized five times a day
from getting shots. “The hardest part
as a parent is feeling like you’re hurt-
ing them,” explains Jeff, who also
struggled with the fact that, for the
first time as a father, he was power-
less to fix his son’s problem.

Jeff estimates Sam has received more
than 5500 injections and 9000 finger
pricks in the past three years. He
relays a comment by Pam Edmonds,
ChairMom for the JDRF’s 2007
Children’s Congress in Washington,
D.C.: “It took my mother two years

Keith O’Brien,
a pre-schooler at
North Raleigh
United Methodist
Church, hopes
the excellent care
he receives now
will minimize
his risks later.MENTION THIS AD AND GET
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to tell me how hard she cried when she had opened the door to the linen clos-
et in our guest bathroom and saw a Tide detergent bottle full of used syringes.”

To Jeff, Edmonds typified the typical feeling of the immense unfairness of the dis-
ease. “It takes far too short of a time to fill our own Sharps container,” he says.

Sam sums it up: “I wish things were like they used to be before diabetes.”

Jeff says the disease has been a test of their parenting skills. “It’s mentally
exhausting, with constant second guessing,” he explains. “Sam will act up
and we’ll have to think, is he just being six, or has his blood sugar spiked?
Do we still punish him the same way?” With that constant emotional strain,
Jeff says it’s vital to have other facets of their life healthy – which is why 
Jill feels their marriage is stronger than most. 

Jill is looking forward to the Spring Sprint as an awareness-building 
mechanism. “People see a healthy child and don’t understand what he 
goes through,” she says.

Jeff adds, “People think all you need is exercise, diet, and some occasional
extra insulin, and you’re okay. That would be a dream! Sam had no choice; no
matter what he does, he’ll have this for the rest of his life. And even with the
best treatment and planning, he can still go high or low for absolutely no
reason. Managing this disease is like trying to guess what’s going to happen
five chapters ahead in a book.”

At work, Jeff finds himself thinking about Sam at school, missing the little
things – he hates to miss story time or be late to lunch, but he must report
to the school nurse for tests and treatment at those times. At home, the dis-
ease takes more work behind the scenes. With the regular blood sugar checks
in the middle of the night and the fear of Sam becoming hypoglycemic in 
his sleep, “I haven’t slept in three years,” says Jill with a weak smile. 
“It’s exhausting, but that’s just the way it is.”

Saturday, May 10 at St. Timothy’s School parking lot;
Course runs through North Hills neighborhoods and ends at the school.

7-8:45am: Check-in/Late Registration 9:30am: 5K Run/Walk
9am: 1-Mile Midtown Fun Run 10:30am: Awards

Entry fees for the 5K are $20 in advance;  $25 day of event.
Entry fees for the 1-Mile Fun Run are $15.

Registration Information (after March 1st):
Online at www.activezach.com, www.active.com, or
www.sttimothys.org; by mail (look for area brochures); or in person.

For more information, contact
Sharon Keen at 919/787-3011 or skeen@sttimothys.org.
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“It’s relentless,” Jeff sighs. “It’s like carrying a refrigerator around with you
all day; you just wish you could unload it for a day or two, but you don’t
have that choice. You can’t just walk away from it, can’t take even a few
hours off. That’s why people say it’s not just the child, it’s the family who
has diabetes. Everybody is forced to deal with it at some point. Still, we’re
extremely blessed – a hundred years ago, Sam wouldn’t have survived.”

THE RACE IS ON
You can meet these families May 10 at the Spring Sprint presented by North
Hills, as they run and walk to raise awareness for diabetes. The race course
starts in the school parking lot and winds through the adjacent North Hills
neighborhood.

The event will also include a Community Courtyard, featuring vendors 
of health-related products and services. In the past, this has included
smoothies from North Hills GNC, muffins and fruit from Sweet Tomatoes
Restaurant, and massages by Wake Tech students. “It’s much more than
just a race,” says Sharon Keen, the school’s marketing director. “This is a
family event – you don’t just come out, run, and go home again. It’s a
social time for the children, as well.”

In its first year, the event drew more than 500 runners and was a commu-
nity-wide event. “My goal was to give something back to the community
from our school,” says Keen. “Our students give to food drives and other
activities, but this is something that encourages active participation. When
a family decides to participate in the race, they are teaching their children
the value of community service and helping others.”

Illyse Lane, parent volunteer and event chairman, says WakeMed is a valu-
able resource for diabetics: “The center has the first full-time pediatric
endocrinologist in the Triangle, Dr. William Lagarde. Kids come from all over
North Carolina to see him. That center makes a huge difference in so many
lives, and they will put the funds to good use.”

Spectators are welcome, says Keen: “Come and be part of this community
event as we raise awareness for diabetes! The disease affects an overwhelm-
ing number of children in our community, but with your support and the help
of WakeMed, they can manage their disease and live full, active lives.”

Sam Futch,
a first grader at
St. Timothy’s,
was diagnosed in
2005 – his dad
estimates he’s had
5500 injections
and 9000 finger
pricks in the past
three years.

St. Timothy’s Spring Sprint
PRESENTED BY NORTH HILLS  
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